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Abstract: Referatories or reference platform can be filled in three
ways: By editorial staff, by automatic aggregation or with user generated
content. The article presents two cases of reference platforms (Elixier and
Edutags) using different ways to aggregate the contents. A comparison of
the inventories of both systems makes visible that each system can benefit
from   the   other’s   metadata.   For   the   example   of   OER   (open   educational  
ressources) it can be shown how automatic aggretation can support
manual tagging. As a conclusion a joint system is suggested that combines
different aspects of both platforms.
Keywords: metadata, social tagging, open educational resources, user
generated content, editorial documentation

1 Introduction
In  the  cooperation  project  “Edutags”  (www.edutags.de) , the Learning Lab of
the University Duisburg-Essen an the German Institute for International
Educational Research (DIPF) are developing a reference platform for educational
resources (Heinen & Blees, 2011). Elixier (www.bildungsserver.de/elixier) is a
project carried out by DIPF together with a consortium of German education
servers hosted by federal states (Bundesländer).
In certain respect, both projects pursue the same aim: educational resources
are selected, evaluated and shared, and the collections are provided to teachers.
But there are some significant differences. While Edutags is a social bookmarking
service (SBS) offering teachers the possibility to collect and share resources in a
user-generated collaborative process (Aigrain, 2012). Elixier is run by editorial
staff. Therefore, people with different professional qualifications and intentions
are responsible for the aggregation of resources and their description via
keywords, abstracts and tags in Edutags and Elixier.
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The first question that arises is: can both services (and consequently
teachers) benefit from exchanging metadata between both systems?
Furthermore: what metadata can be exchanged and how should the metadata be
presented to preserve the specific foci of the two services?
Open educational resources (OER) can be found in both collections.
Commonly, a resource is referred to as OER if it is published under a free licence
that allows free reuse, remixture and republishing of the material. (Atkins et al.,
2007) The Creative Commons licence model (CC) is a model that has frequently
been used in recent years, it allows a differentiated declaration of rights for the
user (Creative Commons, 2009). At present, the declaration of OER licences in
Elixier is fairly scarce. In Edutags, the visibility of OER is far better but still only
little more than ten percent of all resources are furnished with a free CC license.
Edutags  does  not  solely  depend  on  the  users’  tagging to identify OER. A crawler
can utilize machine-readable licenses (Hagmüller et al., 2013) and indicate this.
The   Paris   declaration   asks   for   services   that   facilitate   “finding,   retrieving   and  
sharing   of   OER”   (UNESCO,   2012).   This   leads   to   our   second   question: Can both
systems support the awareness for OER by exchanging metadata?

2 Social Tagging
Tagging means that users annotate digital objects with freely chosen
keywords (Golder & Huberman, 2006). In many applications tags are used to
describe single objects in a platform. In SBS, the objects are links that refer to
other websites or documents. A user describes an object by freely chosen tags. In
contrast to a hierarchically structured taxonomy, users do not have to classify the
object by a given set of terms. As a result a user produces a tag cloud that can be
regarded as a representation of a user concept of the subject (Yew et al., 2006).
The social aspect implies that different users start to share their tags and
objects. In common SBS, the community of people who share tags and links, i.e.
their knowledge, is an informal open community. People can set up open or
closed groups and they can build networks. When using a SBS, users can in a first
step browse the collection of resources by using the tags used by others. While
exploring the tag clouds, they can pick up new tags they regard as helpful. Again
the idea of the tag cloud and the meaning of the size of a word (tag) become
important because the size indicates the relevance of the tag for the subject area
(Sinclair & Cardew Hall, 2008). Using the tag cloud users may rethink and expand
their own concept of this area. A SBS therefore is not only a tool that gives users
access to even more resources. It also can help build and extend knowledge by
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using tags. Users can use tags in two ways: they can describe objects to elaborate
their   concept   of   the   topic   or   they   use   other   people’s   tags   to   broaden   their  
knowledge (Held et al., 2012). A SBS therefore has to be seen as a learning tool
(Bateman et al., 2007; Yew et. al., 2006).
Edutags is a SBS especially for educational purposes. Users can bookmark
resources and online documents and describe them with individual tags. They
can browse through all resources by using the tags, and they can collaborate in
this activity. At present Edutags has more than 2.500 regular users who have
collected over 19.000 resources – more than 2.700 are licenced under CC.

3 Documentation by Editorial Staff: the Case of Elixier
Another approach can be found in the collection of materials that are
aggregated by editorial staff. In comparison to an open folksonomy, trained
members of staff follow a given taxonomy to describe resources. A variety of
standards have been created, for example LOM, Dublin Core and LMRI. As these
standards are fairly complex, it is not easy to produce appropriate metadata. Still,
if  one  doesn’t  mind  the  expense,  a  collection  of  very  detailed  metadata  emerges  
that enables users to create any search query. Information is exchanged in a topdown manner: authors of the metadata are gatekeepers to accessing the
described material. Users can only read the information. Elixier is an example of
this editorial approach. Since 2007, the educational servers of the German
federal states and the national German Eduserver have worked on the
specification   and   implementation   of   this   collection.   The   cooperation’s   objective  
is the mutual provision and usage of shared resources in the respective local
contexts. A public documentation of the Elixier data model can be found under
http://bildungsserver.de/elixier/elixier.pdf. The metadata attributes are grouped
into 10 headings. 30 optional attributes are in usage and there are 14 mandatory.
For the purpose of monitoring the quantity and quality of the frequently updated
delivery of resources, a chart with suitable indicators is generated at the time of
each update. Beyond a quantitative increase, the enhancement of the resource
pool’s   metadata   quality   is   of   particular   interest.   From   a   user’s   perspective  
notably relevant metadata like classification, description, learning levels or media
type gain a significantly higher quantifier than the other attributes. In this
context, an enhancement of the indicators shows an improvement of editorial
efforts.
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4 Educational Resources
As described above, both systems are developed to give teachers access to
educational resources. But we have to ask what educational resources actually
are. Generally speaking, every webpage, every element can be a learning object.
In fact, it is only the use of an object in a teaching and learning context that
makes it an educational resource (Kerres, 2013). Of course: materials especially
produced for learning are educational resources. Still, these materials do not
represent all possible educational resources. Regarding referatories that are
maintained by editorial staff, the problem emerges that they can only collect
explicitly declared educational resources. It is to be asked, whether only
descriptions of editorial staff are helpful for teachers (Biffi, 2002; Richter, 2013).
Therefore, usage of material by teachers is a necessary criterion for classification.
A teacher will be required to describe material properly as an educational
resource (Heinen & Kerres, 2014).

5 Comparison of Edutags and Elixier
5.1 Description of Resources
A first comparison of Edutags and Elixier focuses on the entire body of
resource inventories. Edutags currently contains (all figures as of 14/01/2014)
19.022 resources, Elixier indexes 50.740 resources. The Intersecting set is only
378 resources. This means that teachers describe different resources than
editorial staff. While this does not inform about the use or quality of resources
stored in Elixier, a clear indication is given that in preparing and giving lessons,
teachers use resources that are not considered by editors working on Elixier. The
following overview illustrates the distribution of complementary stocks available.
Edutags
Elixier
Mathematics
311
2683
Physics
163
1813
Chemistry
230
2080
Biology
350
3974
German
239
6403
Geography
53
680
History
105
3438
Tab 1: Complementary stocks in Edutags and Elixier
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First of all, it is clear that categorisation by subject is less relevant for
teachers’   tagging   a   resource.   Even   though   Elixier   contains   “only”   2.5   as   many  
resources as Edutags, categorization by subject differs tenfold. In a second step,
it would be interesting to investigate the resources that can be found in both
systems. Categorisation by teaching subject is first of all relevant for teachers.
Therefore, tags in Edutags are analysed to find out whether they correspond to a
subject categorisation of resources in the intersecting set and if possible,
whether the categorisation is identical. The analysis reveals that of the 378
intersecting resources, 153 bear a tag that can be allocated to any of the subject
categories in Elixier. A combination of keywords would therefore improve the
quality of descriptions in Edutags. In the case of 134 resources, allocation to a
subject is identical in Edutags and Elixier. Regarding the other 19 resources,
teachers have categorised materials in a way that indicates the resources seem
relevant for other subjects, too. In these cases, the sets of metadata are
complementary and the teachers tagging indicates, that the actual use in a
classroom  might  differ  from  the  publisher’s  or  editors’  intentions.
intersecting resources
no subject assignment
identical subject
different subject

378
225
134
19

tags in intersection
Elixier only
Edutags only
both systems

2220
1332
219
669

Tab 2. – Subject tags and comparison of tags in intersecting set
Below, we present an in-depth comparison of tags and indexing: In total,
resources in the intersecting set show 888 different tags in Edutags. In Elixier,
they are described by 2001 keywords. 669 terms can be found in both systems.
The number of correspondences can serve as an indicator of quality regarding
the descriptive data assigned by the two different groups (teachers respectively
editors). On the one hand, the number of different terms results from the
systematics path: while teachers will occasionally use only one term to describe a
resource, the systematic pathway will always encompass a series of
superordinate terms. In the intersecting set, Elixier contains 1332 terms that do
not exist in Edutags. The same set accounts for 219 tags that can be found in
Edutags only. This shows that users apply other criteria for categorisation than
editors. However, it is also evident that meshing metadata from both systems
would in each case lead to an enrichment. Adding the systematic path of Elixier
to resources in Edutags can make it easier to locate a resource. Vice versa the
tags created by teachers would add new facets to the description in Elixier.
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For indexing in Edutags, a procedure needs to be provided that enables
automatic tagging by subject to offer users added value in terms of better
“findability”.  To  import  user  tags  into  Elixier  an  API  will  be  set  up.  In  summary,  it  
can be stated that regarding question 1, a benefit is expected for both systems.
5.2 Open Educational Resources (OER)
In a second step, we want to investigate in what way OER are present in
Elixier and Edutags. A frequently used approach to making educators aware of
OER is to publish collections of OER (Blees & Heinen, 2013). Edutags is based on
another approach: To foster awareness of OER, it seems helpful to present OER
together with other learning resources and put some effort into rendering OER
resources visible. In Edutags, OER are distinctly tagged with an instance of CClicence  and  the  tag  “Creative  Commons”.  A  logo  of  the  licence  is  displayed  with  
the bookmark. For this purpose, a crawler is integrated into Edutags; it visits the
websites that are linked by the bookmarks and searches for a machine readable
CC-licence. The CC-licence model consists of three layers: the legal text, the Logo
and the machine readable licence (Creative Commons, 2009). This is a small piece
of html code embedded in the website. If the crawler finds this snippet, it adds
the licence to the bookmark. We can find 2718 resources in Edutags that are
tagged as OER. 2.280 of these resources are only tagged as OER by the crawler.
That means: In 2.280 cases the user was not aware of tagging an OER or this
information   wasn’t   important   to   the   user.   The   benefit   of   the   crawler   is   that   it  
raises  the  user’s  awareness  of  the  OER-quality of a bookmark and forwards this
information to other users. This crawler is another example of how automatic
tagging  adds  value  to  the  user’s  tagging.
Comparing the complete collections with respect to the representation of
OER, a significantly different picture is revealed than in the above comparison. In
Edutags as mentioned we find 2718 OERs, in Elixier only 227 resources are
described as OER. Two reasons can be assumed for this observation: The
resources in Elixier are not published under a free licence – at least not under a
CC-licence. The editorial staff did not care about the CC-licence.
In the case of OER, it seems more viable to use the crawler also to scan
resources in Elixier. If the number of OER remains small, the result could be used
to a) reconsider the criteria applied by the editorial staff for selection of a
resource and b) to make publishers aware of the lack of free licences.
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6 Conclusion
In general reference platforms may be filled with content in three ways: (1)
Editorial Maintenance: An editorial team looks for materials on the Internet and
posts references to these materials, usually furnishing them with keywords. This
corresponds roughly to the practice adopted by Elixier. (2) Automatic
Aggregation: Crawlers analyse the contents and attempt to classify them
automatically. (3) User-generated Collection: The users themselves enter
references to valuable educational materials, assess these and provide keywords.
At present Elixier uses option 1 wheras Edutags relies on option 2 and 3. As
could be shown an integration of all three options would provide better search
results. In future an integration of Elixier and Edutags will give the best of both
systems to the user. This does not entail that the combination of both systems is
meant to be a monolithic referatory (Blees & Heinen, 2013). Despite exerting
some gravitational force it seems to be important to keep the system permeable
to build and foster an open ecosystem (Kerres & Heinen, 2014).
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